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design analysis of algorithms mrs a a puntambekar .Dan, No, we will not be using affiliate
partnerships with anyone, nor will we get involved in investment deals. We are also not comfortable
with mutual fund companies at this time. Additionally, as you suggested, we will not be sponsoring
any conferences that we cannot attend. We are getting out of the fast food business. We will have a
sit-down dinner/conference room with free beverages at no cost to you. In addition, we will have a
reception for you and your team in the new year. Thank you. Mat Dan Diamond 07/17/2000 09:16
AM To: Mark Taylor/HOU/ECT@ECT cc: Subject: Investment seminars Mark, Who do I contact to get
on the mailing list so that I can get the investment product knowledge/strategy/opportunity
information for presentations I do? I really like all the free stuff you are sending out but am not
getting to hear about it. Thanks. DanQ: Docker compose - Node version on EC2 is not matching on
production I'm struggling with the version of node which is running on my production EC2 server. I
have: Docker compose file with 2 services, one Node app (app1) and my API (api). I'm currently on
Node 10 Both of my Docker compose services are also running in EC2, in both cases version 4.3.1-
npm-2018.11.05. When I do node -v on EC2 it shows a really old version (4.1.2). When I do docker-
compose up it pulls an image with the correct version. I've made several attempts to install node 10
on both containers, but this doesn't seem to be the case. Am I missing something? Edit: I'm not sure
if it is actually possible but here is my Dockerfile if it could help: FROM ubuntu:16.04 ENV
NVM_DIR /nvm # Install dependencies RUN apt-get update RUN apt-get install -y \ gcc \
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